
SUBMISSION FORM
Organisation Details

Council Name:

Contact Name of Lead Officer: 

Contact Phone Number:

Title of Initiative/Contribution:

Responses to the three (3) areas below must be no more than 500 words in total. 

1. Briefly describe Council’s initiative/contribution 

2. Briefly describe how the initiative/contribution addresses the criteria 

I – The significance of the contribution or initiative to mitigate bullying and harassment in the workplace 

II – The originality and quality of the approach

III – The ability for the contribution or initiative to support ongoing change

3. List any supporting materials below and include these with your submission

Applications close by 5pm (AEDT) on Monday 12 October 2020. Please email application and any supporting 
documentation to Andrew Olivares, Industrial Officer, LGNSW at andrew.olivares@lgnsw.org.au. 

LGNSW & STATECOVER 
WORKPLACE CULTURE AWARD 

lgnsw.org.au

https://lgnsw.org.au/
mailto:andrew.olivares@lgnsw.org.au

	Council Name: Singleton Council
	Contact Name of Lead Officer: Alison Bodiam
	Contact Phone Number: 04031224233
	Title of InitiativeContribution: Swell Program (Safe and Well at Singleton Council)
	3 List any supporting materials below and include these with your submissionRow1: EEO Management Plan, Equitable Workplace Protocol, Swell Program 2019, LG Professionals Award Winner 2020 notification, letter from Minister of Local Government, Contract Officer Network Information, along with a series of newsletter articles and photos.
	1 Briefly describe Councils initiativecontributionRow1: Singleton Council’s Swell (Safe and Well at Singleton Council) Program is specifically designed to equip our people to be leaders and innovators in building a safe and healthy workplace where they can thrive, perform at their best and contribute fully to their workplace and the broader Singleton community. It focusses on whole of person wellbeing by aligning our Work Health and Safety management system and our Corporate Health and Wellness program under the pillars of mind, body and heart to bring an holistic and systematic approach to promoting, improving and protecting good physical and mental health, wellbeing and resilience throughout the organisation. Since 2019 the Swell Program  has incorporated a structured and targeted awareness raising approach to mental health that includes key messaging, a detailed action plan and a comprehensive range of key performance indicators.  A collaborative project between our Integrated Risk Management and Human Resources teams supported by our Leadership Team, the Swell Program has resulted in an innovative program that truly puts the wellbeing of our most valuable asset at the forefront of all we do.  
	2I: While the Swell Program has several identified key performance indicators across each of the pillars, the focus is on achieving a cultural change that is far more difficult to measure. KPI for Swell Program include:• Staff engagement has increased from 42% in 2018 to 72.5% in June 2020    • Grievances relating to allegations of bullying and/or harassment have decreased by a third since the introduction of the Swell Program. • Our Lost Time Injury (LTI) duration rate has dropped from a high of 95 days in 2016/2017 as a direct result of an ongoing psychological injury claim to a current rate of 9 days. • Our Employee Assistance Program utilisation sits at 15%, well above the industry average of 6%. 
	2II: In addition to the usual corporate health and wellbeing initiatives that generally focus on physical health, our Swell Program provides a significant mental health focus.  We provide a Swell session to people leaders monthly and, on occasion, the broader staff depending on the topic. Workshops with a focus on mitigating bullying and harassment include Mental Health at Work; Preventing Psychological Injury; Making Difficult Conversations Easy; Performance Management Skills; Resilient Leadership; and, Workplace Bullying. 
	2III: The ever evolving SWELL Program recognises that our employees are facing increasing pressure from workloads, budgetary constraints and external events, such as bushfires and more recently COVID-19, and aims to keep their wellbeing top of mind. Conscious that our people leaders struggle most with competing demands and time constraints, Swell sessions are deliberately scheduled monthly for a short, sharp one (1) hour duration. We provide a light, healthy morning tea for consumption during the sessions to reinforce the relativities between mind and body. 


